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Joint Ventures Defined



Any collaborative activity in which firms pool assets and share risks in pursuit of a
common objective, but remain independent economic actors

Joint Purchasing

Production

Marketing and sales

R&D

New products or services



Structure of Joint Ventures

New economic entity

Contractual arrangement
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Antitrust review/challenges to joint ventures involving competitors


Applicable Statutes

Sherman Act § 1 and § 2

FTC Act § 5

Clayton Act § 7 and § 7A (Hart-Scott- Rodino Act)



Standards of Review

Per Se

Rule of Reason

Quick Look

Merger Analysis



Guidance

DOJ and FTC, Antitrust Guidelines for Collaborations Among Competitors
(2000)(Competitor Collaboration Guidelines)
–


http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/04/ftcdojguidelines.pdf

DOJ and FTC, Statements of Antitrust Enforcement Policy in Health Care
(1996)(Health Care Guidelines)
–

http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/guidelines/1791.pdf
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Economic Integration – How much is enough?




Must be sufficient “efficiency-enhancing integration of economic activity”

Joint venture performs some business activity with potential to increase efficiency
— Combine assets to obtain “plausible” efficiencies that parties wouldn’t achieve
absent the JV
— Increase participants ability or incentive to compete

Agreements that involve, price, output, customer allocation, etc must be “reasonably
related to the integration and reasonably necessary to achieve its procompetitive
benefits”

Mere coordination of price, output, customers, under the label “joint venture” not
sufficient to avoid per se condemnation
–
–

Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. United States, 341 U.S. 593 (1951)
Arizona v. Maricopa County Medical Soc’y, 457 US 332 (1982)

–

Competitor Collaboration Guidelines, § 3.2

Where JV eliminates all competition among participants in a market for an extended
period of time, it may be analyzed as if it were a merger
–

United States v. Ivaco, Inc., 704 F. Supp. 1409 (W.D. Mich. 1989)
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Potential Procompetitive Benefits of the Joint Venture



New product or service?
—

Broadcast Music v. CBS, 441 U.S. 1 (1979)



Combine complimentary assets (including technology or know-how)?



Economies of scale or scope?



Risk Sharing?



Network benefits?
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Potential Anticompetitive Effects



Rule of Reason Analysis

Nature and purpose of the agreement

Market structure and concentration

Actual effects



On balance, does the joint venture increase the ability or incentive of participants to raise
price or reduce output, quality, service or innovation?

Does the JV restrict or eliminate competition among participants with a significant
share of the market?

Does it facilitate coordination on activities outside the scope of the joint ventures,
e.g., through the exchange of information?

Does it facilitate exclusion, e.g., because the JV participants can deny rivals access
to an essential network?
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Ancillary or Collateral Restraints



Is the restraint “naked” or “ancillary”?




Even where a Joint Venture itself is legitimate, it may include specific restraints on the JV
participants, or between the JV itself and its parents, that in the absence of the JV would be per
se illegal

Is it “subordinate and collateral to” the legitimate aspects of the JV?
—



Is it reasonably related and no broader than necessary to effectuate the JV’s legitimate
objectives?
—



SCFC ILC, Inc. v. Visa U.S.A., Inc., 36 F.3rd 958, 970 (10th Cir. 1994)

Is it a “core activity” of a legitimate JV?
—



Rothery Storage & Van Co. v. Atlas Van Lines, 792 F.2d 210, 224 (D.C. Cir. 1986)

Texaco, Inc. v. Dagher, 547 U.S. 1 (2006 ).

Is it “reasonably related to the integration and reasonably necessary to achieve its
procompetitive benefits”?
– Competitor Collaboration Guidelines, § 3.2
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Competitor Collaboration Guidelines



An agreement needn’t be “essential” in order to be reasonably necessary



If there are practical, significantly less restrictive means available to achieve the restraints
objective, it is not ancillary



The agencies will not search for a mere theoretically less restrictive alternative that is not
practical given the business realities



Agencies will undertake a limited factual inquiry to evaluate claims that restraints are
ancillary
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Specific Cases - Texaco, Inc. v. Dagher, 547 U.S. 1 (2006)



JV between Texaco and Shell combining all gasoline refining and distribution assets in
the western US

Brands previously sold at different price points

Post JV prices were set by the JV



Plaintiff retail station owners alleged that setting a common price for Shell and Texaco
branded gasoline was per se illegal



Supreme Court:

The decision to set prices within the joint venture – rather than have each partner to
the venture set a price for its brand of gasoline separately – could not be a per se
violation

The venture’s decision about how to price and sell its output was the act of a single
entity (but not based on Copperweld) as the

The conduct at issue was central to the operation of the venture, therefore the
ancillary restraints doctrine is not applicable
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Specific Cases – United States v. Visa, et al., 344 F.3d 229 (2d Cir. 2003



Visa and MasterCard established as joint ventures among banks to create a payment
card network



Both joint ventures adopted rules that excluded banks from becoming members if they
issued cards on certain “competing” card networks (American Express and Discover)



DOJ challenged the rules as anticompetitive under a “rule of reason” theory



D. Ct. found that the defendants had market power, that the rules restricted competition
among payment card networks, and that the defendants had failed to show that the rules
served a legitimate procompetitive purpose



2nd Circuit affirms

Rule of reason analysis

Gov’t proved market power and anticompetitive effects

Defendants failed to show that the anticompetitive effects of their exclusionary rules
are outweighed by procompetitive benefits
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Specific Cases – The Three Tenors


PolyGram Holding, Inc., FTC Docket No. 9298 (July 24, 2003)

JV between Polygram and Warner to distribute third album by the three tenors

Agreement allocated distribution responsibilities and provided for sharing of profits
and losses

FTC challenged agreement not to advertise or discount partners’ respective earlier
Three tenors recordings during ten week period around launch of the third album

Applied framework of Massachusetts Board of Optometry v. FTC, 110 F.T.C. 549
(1988), finding that the restraints were “inherently suspect” and that the restraint was
not ancillary because
— it restrained competition from products that were outside the JV
— it was entered into after the JV was formed



Polygram Holding, Inc. v. FTC, 416 F.3d 29, 33 (D.C. Cir. 2005)

FTC properly analyzed the agreement under Mass Board

If the restraint is suspect, then it is presumed unlawful, and the defendant must
identify some competitive benefit that offsets the anticipated harm
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Competitor Collaboration Hypo
Companies A and B compete head-to-head in high-tech Product market. As 1 and 2 in the market,
each has around a 30% share. The remaining 40% of the market includes three other players that,
while not as established in the high-tech Product market, are competitive on innovation and
price. The economic downturn has put tremendous pressure on everyone’s bottom line. Industrywide sales have just plummeted over the last 12 months. Big Shot CEOs of A and B were recently at
a high-tech Product industry symposium. During a break in the program, Big Shots were talking at
the coffee bar and came up with the brilliant idea to combine their R&D efforts and work together to
come up with the new next generation high-tech Product. By combining their complementary
technical skills and technology strengths, A and B would be able to come up with the very best new
high-tech Product more quickly and efficiently, and at the lowest possible cost. Customers will love it
and both A and B will be back on financial solid ground before either could get there on their own.
While further details of their new collaboration would be finalized later by the lawyers, Big Shots had
a couple further thoughts. Since A and B will be coming up with this new high-tech Product together,
they should agree on the price for the new Product. It wouldn’t seem fair for the two to compete the
profit right out of the new Product that they jointly create. Further, if they’re going to have one price
for new Product, they would anticipate further cost savings by consolidating into one sales
force. After all, why would they need two sales forces to sell the same product? And since
customers are all going to want to buy the new high-tech Product and A and B won’t have separate
sales forces going forward, Big Shots further agreed that they would price their current, separate
high-tech Products above the agreed upon price for new high-tech Product. That would assure that
customers will be drawn to the new high-tech Product.
Big Shots can’t wait to get back to their respective offices and tell their GCs about their great new
idea. “Work out the details,” Big Shots bark, “we’re back on track!” The GCs immediately pick up the
phone and call their trusty antitrust lawyers who always provide sage advice.
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